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Billable and Non-billable Items 
 

RMS prides itself on being the industry leader while providing top-notch support for our 
products to our clients. We accept that our Users will need assistance and through our 
Maintenance Agreement, we have ensured that they will get all of the help that they need. 

 
This document is designed to clarify both the coverage and limitations of the RMS Maintenance 
Agreement for both our RMS and Mercury products. It will assist you and your Users in those 
special situations when you may need more than our Maintenance Agreement provides. 

 
What Maintenance Covers 

 
The essence of the maintenance agreement is to “maintain” your system. That is, to keep the 
system operating at the same level of reliability and functionality that it had when initially 
installed or upgraded by RMS personnel. Maintenance also covers support issues and 
operational questions such as “how do I do this” or “what is the best way to do that”. However 
it does not cover training or Data/System Administrator functions. 

 
The maintenance agreement also allows clients to upgrade to the latest version of RMS and 
Mercury without any extra licensing fees. 

 
Extra Services Available 

 
While the maintenance agreement covers most issues of day to day usage it does not cover 
every possible area of support that you may come across when using the system. Those areas 
not covered by maintenance may be supported by RMS if required and would be classed as 
“billable items” since they fall outside of the scope of the maintenance agreement. All billable 
items are scheduled, approved and tracked through the RMS Request for Work system. Billable 
services will not be performed without prior written approval of the client. 

 
Billable and Non-Billable Items 

 
Most billable items are obvious such as training and data migration but there are some areas 
that might be confusing. The following sections are designed to differentiate billable and non- 
billable items and to clarify the coverage of the maintenance agreement. 

 
Examples: 

 
Upgrading Licenses - Any software upgrade restricted to the same modules and platform is not 
billable. New installations on new servers (or rebuilt servers) are billable. For example 
upgrading basic modules from Mercury 2.3 to Mercury 3.0 is covered under the maintenance 
agreement and is not billable.  While installing Mercury 3.0 on a new server is not covered 
under the maintenance agreement and is billable. 

 
User Support - Questions such as how to do an unusual rate change or how to best set up a 
rate to achieve XYZ etc are covered under the maintenance/support agreement. However, 
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“extended user support” which is clearly training is a billable item since training should have 
been organized for that user either internally or with the help of RMS. User support is best 
defined as a support issue if it has not been covered during basic training of that person. If a 
person has not had RMS training they will need to consult someone who has been formally 
trained. If after consulting this other trained party they are still unclear on how to proceed 
they should get the trained person to contact RMS support. 

 
OS Questions - Any questions relating to the use of Operating Systems that are not directly 
related to RMS will be billable. This includes questions about Networks, OS, data base engines 
and other external objects. Questions about such things attributes of RMS tables etc. are not 
billable since they directly relate to the use of RMS. 

 
SQL Questions - Any questions relating to the use or maintenance of Microsoft SQL Server that 
are not directly related to RMS will be billable. This includes questions about SQL in the creation 
of external objects such as reports, etc. Questions about such things as permission are not 
billable since they directly relate to the use of RMS. Any errors directly related to the SQL 
database server or SQL client connectivity will not be handled by RMS support staff and should 
be taken up with Microsoft support staff. 

 
Oracle Questions - Any questions relating to the use or maintenance of the Oracle Server that 
are not directly related to RMS will be billable. This includes questions about Oracle objects, 
SQL writing in the creation of external objects such as reports, etc. Questions about such things 
as permission are not billable since they directly relate to the use of RMS. Any errors directly 
related to the Oracle database server or Oracle client connectivity will not be handled by RMS 
support staff and should be sent to Oracle support staff. 

 
DBA/Sys Admin work - Any work that is typically the responsibility of the Data Base 
Administrator (DBA/Sys Admin) is billable if RMS is required to do it. E.g. a request for RMS to 
run the backup or restore program or to download and upgrade and install it on the server is 
billable since this is something that should be handled by the DBA/Sys Admin and more 
importantly is neither a support or maintenance issue. 

 
Data Setup - Data setup or configuration is not covered by the maintenance agreement. Any 
data setup or configuration is billable. E.g. a request for RMS to set up or adjust the SQL 
statements in the applications Mailmerge area is a billable item. 

 
Data Adjustments - Data adjustments are not covered by the maintenance agreement. Any 
data adjustments are billable. E.g. a request for RMS to reset the billing information so that it 
can be run again or to undo room assignments would be a billable item. 

 
Migration - Requests for RMS staff to migrate information from RMS to other systems (or vice 
versa) or formats are billable items. E.g. a request for RMS to migrate data from RMS to an 
Excel file is billable since this something that should be handled by the DBA/Sys Admin and 
more importantly is neither a support or maintenance issue. However, a request to find out 
which tables contain certain information would not be a billable item since this directly relates 
to the technical support of RMS. 
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Data Upgrades - Upgrades that require RMS staff to make structural changes are not billable. 
E.g. If version 2.3 of  Mercury requires a new table called “Colors” this and any other structural 
change would be made as part of the maintenance agreement and would not be billable. These 
changes will be automated wherever possible. 

 
User Problems - Data that needs to be manipulated due to user mistakes or negligence is a 
billable item. Time spent diagnosing a problem that later is determined to be due to user 
mistakes or negligence is a billable item. E.g. If Bob at John Smith University deletes 5 bookings 
by mistake and he asks RMS to restore this information from a backup it is a billable item. 

 
Telerik Reports - Telerik Reports are add-on products and as such are not covered under the 
maintenance agreement. If a user simply called to find out some structural information such as 
“which table has field FIRST NAME?” it would not be a billable item since it is directly related to 
the technical support of RMS and Mercury. If however, the same person asked RMS to create a 
Telerik Report or change something on a report it is a billable item since this is not a 
maintenance issue but rather an add-on issue. 

 
Non-RMS Interfaces - Any requests about non-RMS interfaces are billable. Any requests about 
RMS Interface modules are not billable. 

 
Training - All training (both DBA/Sys Admin and User) is billable. This includes: onsite training, 
remote training or off site training at the RMS office in Raleigh. 

 
Service Patches - Any work to fix bugs or provide new builds is not a billable item. New builds 
are created and placed on the Web for each site to download at their own convenience. 

 
Upgrading Add-ons - Upgrading any “add-ons” such as Advanced Telerik Reports, etc are not 
part of the maintenance agreement. E.g. Bob is moving from version 2.3 to version 3.0 of 
Mercury and has created 7 reports. Bob will need to upgrade these reports himself. If he 
requests RMS to upgrade the reports it will be a billable item. 

 
Corrupt Data - Fixing corrupt data or resolving any corrupt data related issue is covered under 
the maintenance agreement and is not billable unless there is evidence that the data integrity 
was violated directly via the data base (i.e. not through the normal use of the Mercury front 
end) 

 
General Consulting - Requests for RMS staff to consult on any non-RMS product or issue are 
billable items. E.g. John Smith University requesting help in developing new business processes 
in Mercury. This example could be billable since it falls into the category of general consulting. 

 
Re-installations - The re-installation of the Mercury software (must be done by an RMS Qualified 
staff member) is a billable service not covered under the standard maintenance agreement. 
Examples of situations requiring a re-installation include the purchase of new hardware, servers 
exposed to a virus, dysfunctional hardware, etc. 
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Multiple Environments - Multiple Environments must be installed by RMS Qualified staff and 
therefore will be covered under the standard maintenance agreement. However, the 
installation of multiple environments is a billable service if completed after the initial 
installation of the RMS Software. Installations of multiple environments are completed 
remotely unless otherwise requested. 


